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Creation of the Armed Forces Tribunal (AFT)

The AFT presently comprises 16 benches in the country located in 10 different locations,
with each bench having an ex-Civil Judge and an ex-Lt Gen or Maj Gen/equivalent rank
Military Officer as Administrative Member. It came into existence in 2009 with a view to grant
speedy justice to military personnel without compromising the military institution. Since its
constitution the AFT has speedily disposed of around 10,000 out of 12,000 cases transferred
to it from civil courts, pending with them, with cases dating back to even the
post-independence period of 1947–48 and several litigants having died without even a
hearing.

Subject of Debate

Veteran Gp Capt T. P. Srivastava, in a recent proposal to the concerned higher authorities,
has recommended disbanding of the AFT and proposed the constitution of Military
Administrative Tribunal (MAT). He feels that the AFT model was copied from the Central
Administrative Tribunal (CAT) of Civil Services. According to him, the AFT has done nothing
extraordinary despite creating five years’ employment for 13 three star ranked military
officers and an equal number of Civil Judges at Govt expense.

He further argues that the establishment of AFT has resulted in more indiscipline and false
belief among service personnel that every decision of the Service HQs can be challenged
which is not acceptable and does not augur well for the military in the long run.
He is of the view that the reversal of decisions of the Service HQ on matters of promotion
and postings, etc., must not be compared to the reversal of lower court decisions by higher
courts.

According to him, a single Judge of the AFT who is largely unaware of service matters and
unaware of military needs, cannot question the wisdom and decisions of promotion boards
involving over a dozen senior military appointments and tantamount to judicial fratricide.
Gp Capt Srivastava backs his present proposal with a recommendation he made in 2004 for
the constitution of a Military Administrative Tribunal (MAT) involving former Chiefs of the
three Services in its composition. He states that he has closely monitored the past AFT
decisions and reliably learnt that its cases have trebled since their creation.

He strongly feels that the military institution has been largely compromised in the case of
demotion of a three star military officer to one star and that a better alternative could surely
have been used to protect the damage to the military institution.

Gp Capt Srivastava recommends  that the institution of AFT has caused to create more
indiscipline in the rank and file of officers and men and must be disbanded and the
grievances of military personnel addressed by a Military Administrative Tribunal (MAT) as
proposed by him way back in 2004.



What The Veterans Say

Maj Gen Anil Sengar

The need for a forum to address the grievances exists. Sadly, the promotion system at the
two star ranks is not fair. Taking the Chief’s decision as final does not make sense, since the
Army Chiefs themselves have been the bane and promoted their wards based on different
affiliation. They have the powers to pick and choose through the indirect route of final
grading, without an accountability that either makes or mars a deserving career. The AFT
has the civilian content and military content. That should continue.

Gp Capt Johnson Chacko

There is no need for the AFT. It is a toothless organisation as its judgements are not
enforceable since nothing can happen to an individual if he does not obey the judgements.
There is no provision for contempt. The Military has executed judicial functions unlike the
Civil. While there may be a requirement for a CAT, there should be no requirement for an
AFT to adjudicate over decisions made by the Military. The grievance redressal system
exists and it should be effective if the principles of natural justice are followed. If not, then it
is the superior’s responsibility to ensure that it is followed.

Rear Admiral Vineet Bakhshi

It would be a fallacy to decry the working of the AFT on the basis of a single or small number
of seemingly unfair judgements, without studying the evidence. Where the AFTs have
functioned, they have brought succour on a large number of issues.
Frivolous cases reaching the AHQ are suggestive of the lower formations not exercising
adequate prerogative. This can be strengthened and adequate wisdom resides therein to
correct such anomalies.

The raison d’être for MAT is that the Armed Forces should handle their own litigation to
protect our institutions and that too with no further redressal. The proposed model abrogates
redressal rights of the AF personnel. While the former is laudable, and existing channels do
provide adequate means, the latter is against the tenets of our Constitution and the
underlying principles of a democratic country.

The reference to 3 Star retired officers of the AFT being on a paid holiday is ludicrous and
malafide. They have been known to have been very upright and committed in making the
system work for the betterment of the litigant. The AFTs have been functioning for a few
years and need to be strengthened by way of the infrastructure and facilities. The MAT is a
non-starter.

‘OVERVIEW’ BY SELECT AFT JUDICIAL & ADMINISTRATIVE MEMBERS
(Compiled by Col Vinay B. Dalvi through objective interaction with former AFT Judicial &
Administrative Members)



Constitution & Function

The Armed Forces Tribunal was constituted and came into existence on Aug 8, 2009 with an
aim ‘to provide justice as early as possible to all outstanding and pending cases in civil
courts of the Armed Forces personnel’. There were approx. 12,000 such cases that were
pending in various civil courts in the country since independence. These cases were
transferred to the various AFT benches and it took nearly two years to get them into the AFT
domain with the help of the JAG Dept. To hear these cases, it was necessary to obtain
relevant documents from the concerned departments. The Armed Forces Tribunal is an
‘appellate’ court to which an individual can appeal to get fair deal and justice when he has
exhausted all departmental remedies. Presently, there are 16 benches of AFT located at 10
different locations in the country which were established considering the workload of the
existing High Courts. An AFT bench consists of a judicial member (a retired Judge of
Supreme Court/High Court) and an Administrative Member (a retired Armed Forces Officer
of the rank of Lt Gen/Maj Gen and equivalent ranks of Navy & Air Force). Armed Forces
Tribunal rules for all the three Services were formulated during 2007–08 under the guidance
of Justice A. K. Mathur, the then Chairperson of the AFT. The MIML, DSR, AIs and
equivalent existing rules of the Navy & Air Force are being referred in the AFT courts along
with the AFT rules. If the applicant is not satisfied with the AFT judgement he has a choice to
appeal against the judgement in the Apex/Supreme Court. Postings, transfers, etc. are not
under the purview of the AFT.

Performance of the AFT till Date

All 12,000 pending cases were transferred from various Civil Courts and sorted out primarily
in two heads (a) Cases pertaining to Service Conditions & (b) Cases pertaining to Discipline.
All efforts were made to obtain documents from various Groups/Branches of different
Departments. This was a colossal task before the AFT. It is very creditable that old cases,
approx. 10,000 (ten thousand) were fully settled and closed till date. Whatever cases are still
pending at the final stage is due to a lack of documents. A disciplined court culture has been
established in the AFT benches which is very rare to see in our civil courts. It is a unique
combination of a judicial member who is an expert and highly experienced in law and also a
master in judicial expression. Whereas, the Administrative member from the Army/Navy/Air
Force has the experience of both Service conditions and Discipline. A good combination of
Judicial staff from the High Courts (retd) and our Armed Forces (retd) Officers, PBOR are
posted in various benches. It is noteworthy that judgements delivered after hearing both the
sides are only within six months or max, a year.

The cases which are not resolved are those where our Groups/Branches of different
Departments have not responded. Over 300 judgements delivered by the AFT are still
pending for implementation by the CDA/MS branch, AG’s branch and the MOD. It is not
understood why the concerned Departments are not approaching the Apex/Supreme Court
when they are not satisfied with AFT judgements. AFT benches are capable of clearing
cases on fast track if cases are projected well by the Govt Counsels with required
documents from concerned Groups/Branches of Departments being furnished in time. Govt
counsels are of very poor standard and ill-prepared in the court for arguing. Hence,
judgement is perforce being delivered on the basis of documents produced for the case.



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUNCTIONAL EFFICIENCY OF THE AFT
It is strongly recommended to Revise MIML, DSR, AIs and Manuals of the Navy & the Air
Force. Include AFT in the distribution list to forward latest amendments by the Service HQs.
An open AFT Cell, within its own resource in (a) all Record offices for PBOR cases (b) In
MOD (c) In MS Branch (d) CDA (e) AG branch.

The JAG Dept must provide good officers to help Govt cases/counsels and liaison with
higher HQs for obtaining documents and required information If done, then no further
extension of date would be given and cases will be resolved at the earliest.
As per a Judicial Member, the ‘Contempt Power’ against a non-implementation of court order
should be vested with the AFT so that court orders are implemented in a given time frame.
The Judicial Member desires that the AFT Library be well equipped with (a) Apex
court-required judgments, (b) All latest notifications, (c) Latest policy letters from Govt and
Higher HQs, (d) Relevant Gazette notifications.

Administrative Members are of the opinion that the staff in the AFT be posted/recruited
permanently and not on an ad hoc basis.

Both Judicial and Admin Members are of the opinion that:
• Accountability be fixed very clearly so that the cases are forwarded well in time.
• Lectures/Talk be organised on a regular basis by officers in Class A establishments
for cadets and by officers in Record Offices for PBOR.
• Include a chapter on the AFT in the syllabus of all Young Officers’ Courses.
• Add a relevant portion of the AFT chapter in the PBOR Upgradation Test syllabus.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Brig M. G. Kadam

Recommendations by Gp Capt TP Srivastava were made in 2004. The AFT Bill has since
been passed by both the Houses of Parliament  and received the assent of the President on
December 20, 2007. After getting all the administrative arrangements organised, the AFT
benches became functional almost a year later. Its performance till date has been excellent. I
fully agree with the views of Rear Admiral Vineet Bakhshi.
Regarding recommendations for functional efficiency, I feel that if the AFT judgement is
against a Govt department, they should go for an appeal against it as provided by law. In all
fairness, the Govt departments should remain impartial and not be selective in this matter.
The appellant individual in any case would continue to represent his case till he reconciles to
his fate.

The production of various documents in the court is always the responsibility of respective
parties to the litigation. It can’t be delegated to any other agency.
Opinions and Recommendations of learned and experienced Judicial and Administrative
members should be given due consideration.
(This debate was published in the Fauji India magazine, December 2016 issue)


